1

Across
1 Flower-bud , an
eastern sort......
(6)

7

8

13

15

16

17
18

19

20

21

22
23

13 Created
memorial to
Chesterton,
initially so heavy
(10)

24

25
26

27

28

29

15 Cheering but
losing first
contest, so going
out (7)

29 Agent leaves
investigators to
check tourists (8)
30 Oppose item (6)
Down
1 Just rev's very
upset indeed (8)
2 Reset Google
and M.S.N., then
I go off and
create new
Words (9)

30

menacingly for
women's quarters
(5)
8 Exotic bras first
encased smooth
arms (6)
9 The suns coming
up, not initially
but after, you
may need this (6)
14 Bunk, Ok? Yet
I'm told it's a
privilege (10)

3 Blueness oddly
found in food (4)

25 Party alternative
could be way out
(4)

17 Where ships
arrive in a state
(9)

5 Raise false alarm
and make tears
flow wildly (3,4)

18 Nothing left to
agree about (3,5)

27 Story-telling that
isn't upright (5)

6 One who likes
traditional art
may be an
altruist (10)

20 Author of
sandwich course
overworked, so
winds off (7)

7 Animal heads

21 Plan to get

28 Working party
changing a
resolution (5,4)

6

14

12 Measure round
25 (4)

23 Later, silly traffic
wardens reject
first fines
collected in
Newbury (10)

5

11

12

11 Soundly beat in
Fort Worth
robbery (5)

21 Like cats or a
violinist (7)

4

10

10 Stay's out , or
now comes into
town (9)

19 Coming back in
to excite
members -it
makes you sick!
(6)

3
9

4 ...plant a staunch
variety (8)

16 Knock down a
hard Egyptian
peasant (6)

2

military officer
crazy (6)
22 He observed
barkers couldn't
finish cake (6)
24 Cottons on to
branches (5)
26 Ignore over 3 (4)

